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-The major goal of the present study was to urderstard how

sex stereotyping of' both self and other functions as ar orFarizir=

device for ircoming irformatior and influences childrer's memory

for one another. A secondary goal was to urderstard how rrour

composition, the proportion of males and females it a small &-roun

discussion interacts with stereotyrinF, ard further influences

how information is processed arcs remembered by childrer.

stereotypes are a shared knowlede base between and a!:orF

children. Childrer are able to process and' remember more easily

information that is congruent with their stereotyres it conditions

where information presented is numerous ard comnlex(Hastie, 19e1),

because of the familiarity of the information to their existirp

mental constructs(Lieben and SiFrorella, 1980; Handler, 1981).

In conditions where informatior presented is rumerous and com-

plex, children have difficulty processirF irconFruert irformatior,

conversely, because they cannot accomodate the incorgruent ir-

formation while simultaneously processing the complex information

(Hastie, 1981). When information preserted is relatively simple

in context and thus easily processed,however, ircorgruert infor-

L) mation, has more perceptual salience and may be remembered better

Cfl than congruent information(Hastie, 1981; Jennircrp, 1975J...

C14 In the present study a child's sex role orientation, how MP.PCU-

li,ne,.feminire, andro0yrous, or undifferentiated they perceive

themselves 'to be, may influence their memory-since these self

2
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perceptions, it is hypothesized, are ir(i.ators of childr;

existing mental constructs concerning r,fr. gender -J,74:ity,

Consequently, these sex role orientationf,, influence

congruent or incongruent information is to be.

Group composition in the present :r.zti i . variabl(,.. .hat

manipulates context complexity. Fol fr,,.rority gr.111

members, comprise a small set size categy, Klr:'21 only ono Tale

or female in a group of six children, a.:75. a le*.; e,:.47-

ficult unit of information to process tl-ar. fo.; example, .mr-t:.;

group members, a large set size catego_ subjects

procss irformation about six irdividuP15k iar te same sex c.

hense same category of "social objects".

Variations in group composition offer ar additional

of incongruence or congruence that is external to the indivi.?uals

in question, but may influence how individuals are perceivec and

remembered by others(eg. Tay2or et al., 1979). Group comrositior

in the present study places children making.incorgruent and con-

gruent sex typed statements into a social cortext that may,-de-

pending on the particular homogeneity or heterogereity of the

group in question, influence how congruent or incongruent a par-

ticular child's sex-typed statement is perceived to be. Therefore

the social context may enhance or detract from the perceptual sa-

lience and hense memory of a particular child's statement.

Subjects in the present study were 114 Caucasiar, middle-

class children, 57 ', and 57 boys. They m-)' d it Etr'P f'rom

seven years one to nine years four t- Ni Al a mean age

of seven years eifyiL, months. Subjects wery ed from ter

second grade classrooms in Torrance, California,' from February
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through Play of 1983. Each subject participated in two experimental

ses ns spaced one week apart. Dur.ing thz- first sessior they

were shown a two minute videotaped film of a group of six children

planning a party. After subjec viewed the film through twice,

they were asked free rcall and memory probe questions about four

of the six children they saw in the film.

There were a total of six two minute films correspording to

the six experimental conditions, shown to subjects. Subjects were

randomly assigned to one of the six -conditions and counterbalanced

across all ten classrJoms. During the second experimerrtal sessior

subjects rated themselves or a personality questionnaire, a modi-

fied version of the Children's Personal Attributes Questiorraire

(Hall and Halberstadt, 1980), designed to uncover children's own

sex role orientatiors: how masculine, femirire, ardrogyrous or

undifferentiated they perceive themsei - s to be.

insert Table 1 here

Twelve Caucasian, middle-class fifth graders, sever boys and

six girls, were used in the films as film characters. -Each of the

films was made with ore narrator and six discussants. Four of

the group discussants had speaking roles and g-ave'suggestiors for

the party. Two of the discussants had silent roles and were in-

cluded to enhance subjects' awareness of group composition variables.

Each of the films was shot in ten identical segments and then

edited together. This was t' control for variables it film.com-

position. Each .;hot about "ix best

"take" was u6ed in ArP.
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The first segment of each film involved a group walk-on. The

six film characters were filmed chatting and walking into a room

and then sitting down on six chairs arranged it a semi-circle.

The seconlIsegment of each film involved a narrator walk-or. One

male child was chosen to narrate the setting of the films. In

film segment 3, he read his narration from cue cards as follows.

Robbie andATanine are moving away to a new town.
Everyone in their class at school will miss them
very much. Six of their good friends ask their
teacher, Mr. Duncan, if they car give them a point
away party on Friday, their last day at school.
Er. Duncan thinks-that is a Food idea and asks the
children to plan a party.

1r film segment 4 the narrator walks off and the camera moves in

for a close shot of the first child to offer suggeatiors. The

first four segments of the film enable subjects to cue into the

task, absorb the settirp, and focus on the group composition.

segments 5 through 8 involve the. sneaking children and focused

on the content of children's statements. Statements were either

gender congruent or gender incongruent depending or the film con-

dition. For example, an incongruent male statement made In three

of the six films went as follows:

I love to bake cakes. I'll make a nice chocolate cake,
Thursday, after ballet practice and bring it for the party
on Friday afternoon. I'm really goirc, to miss the twins,
Robbie and Janine.

insert Table 2 here

is we can see from Table 2, the minority group film target

child conditions one through four always spoke first

(segment 5) in segments five through eight. The majority child
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in film conditions one through four(segment # 6) always snore

second. In film conditions 5 and 6 incorgruent.homogeneous

majority child s first, the congruent chlid second (segments

and 6, respectively). Childrer placed in positions one and two

of the seating arrangement were targets who foi.!tied the data base

of the present study, ard were placed in the same rositions in all

six films in order to control for position merory.effects. Children

3 an;,1 4 speakirg in segments 7 and 6, respectively, were congruent

majority discussants.

within the six film conditions there were four irdeperdet

variahles:(1) group composition; (2) corgruerce level; (3) sex of

film target; and (4) sex of subject. There were four comporents

to the group composition variable. Groups were either homo-

geneous, all male or all female, or heterorPreous, both males and

females present. Within the heterogeneous.groUrs there were one

minority group member, the only male or female in the roup,

and five majority group members, who were all males or all females

depending on the film condition. There were a total of four tar-

get children, two males two females, two incongruent two congruent,

who were counterbalanced across the six film conditions.

insert 3 here
mai

Four poster boards four black and white photogrph

of the four sDeakir,, chilren in the films were made. Tar

ffl appeared in the , per left portion of the board. Target child

#2 appeared in the 1, oer right portion. Non-target child #3 and

#4. respectively, appeared it the lower left and right rortions.
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Immediaely following film viewing each subject was individually

Presented with one of the fobr poster boards, and free recall

information was obtained for each of the four film characters de-

picted or the board, beginning with target child #1 and ending

with nontarget #4. The memory probe questions were always asked

after the free recall questions so that answers to the memory probe

would not influence free recall. Each subject was asked four

randomized memory probe questions. Subjects were required to

point to the picture of the child on the poster board who they

thought made each of the suggestions for the party probed for

in each question.

It was hypothesized, in theypresent study, that certain in-

dividuals would be more memorable because they formed a dis-

tinct class and therefore reduced the number of similar alterna-

tives. In the present study this form of information processing

car occur in two ways:(a) gender forms ore classification system;

and (b) content incongruity forms another. Therefore or ore

hard we are interested in whether variables a or b or both effect

memory, either recition probed recall. There is also, on

the other hand, the possibility of an interaction between observer

and context, such that: individuals may attend to perceived dif-

ferences from themselves more and thus re7embE-r them due to an

enhance:. ant of cntl-ast effect.

T- above two hypotheses were operationalized asking the fol-

,16wing two research questions. First, how does group composition and

level of congruence of film targets influence the proportion of

correct and incorrect script content recalled by subjects? ,coed,

how does a subject's sex role orientation in interaction with -T-.our)

7
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co!Lposition and/or corPruence influence memory?

insert Tables 4 & 5 here

The terms or the far left column of Table r refer to the

kind of memory e.t.ata analyzed. The first measure, referrs to the

memory probe questions and uncovers probed recoRnition memory.

The second- measure referrs to subjects' free recall responses. .

The amount of free recall was coded, here, ir ar all or nonemanrer,

such that, a score of 0 indicPted incorrect cortert recalled for

a particular film target, while a score of 1 indicated correct

content. The third co1inc method, media--srlit free recall, looted

at differences i- how much free recall data was-rererated bv su'r,-

jects. A score of 0 irclicatP1 low content correct, that is, con_

tent scores below the median. A score of 1 irt'.icated con-

tent correct scores, above the mediar. Finally, scripts were divid

i-to semantic story cateories of Foal, subFoal,

irterl'al response. Since previous research indicates Roal

Itemerts e t f,,-quertly reported by subjects in free rpcall

conditions, sug-r-esting they structure their recall.

semantic wy, this cate ry was also seer as a re reliablP and

sftive mea:,:ar-CSteir, F. 1983, personal commurication).

memory probe question data is straightforward in its

codi-g and accurate recording" is based or objective criteria

of forced multiple choice response arnroach. 100% inter-rater

reliability was achieved or a random samrTP of 21 % of the total

subject ponulation of memory probe resPorseS. Free recall dcra

was scred a more subjective way in which some of the responses

r.ay or may not "fit" the coding catepories. An example of codinR
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categories for all free recall data is presented in Table

:1-1 a random sample of 27% of free recall data, an inter - rater

reliability of 89.5% was achieved. Reliability for semantic cor-

ten+ free recall coding was perfor7ed cr 55 of the total data.

An inter-rater reliability of 95% was achieved.

Across all four memory measures, in Table 5(a), Stirrer X 4 an-

alyses were Performed, measuring the effects of groun compositior

on the proportion of correct remembering across all six film con-

ditions, we see a large set size or group composition effect. As

Table 5(b) indicates memory is siFrificartly better for mircrity
a

targets (sr set size) thar for majority targets (larger set size ).

with a set size increase of only 1 between majority groups 2 and

for median split and goal measures, more "serFitive" measures of

recall, in Table 5(c), results indicate sip icart dif?ererces

as . function of Lroup composition. W- can concluce on the basis

of these results, that, differences in (roue sr-

rificantly influence su'bjects' me ,-Jry for film targets, such that,

as set size, the number males and females within each small

group increases, memory sigrificartly decreases.

insert Table 6 here

As we can see in Table there were no significant differences

in subjects' memory as a functfon of corFruerce level all

conditions were combired(a) o'4' when each of the three group com-

positions were considered separately(b-d). As we wall see in

Table 7, however, there seems to be an interaction between level

of congruence and set Size that "washes out" within'group cor-

ruerce comparisons. Also as we will see later or in Tables 9 -10
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there .are sex role oriertatior and memory differences

cel out within group compari,Jors as well.

insert Table 7 here

Table 7 lo3ks at kroup comosition cogpar-is.-Ars of subjects'

memory holding congruerce level corstart. Ir 7(a) comparisor are

made of conditional probabilities of correct remembering giver a

subject viewing incongruent targets for heterogerecus groups 1

(minority targets) am 2(majority targets). For all measures sub-

jects remembered incongruert mirority tarp:ets sigrificartly bet-

ter than inconFruert majority targets. !'o siFrificart differences

between subjects' memory for congruent heterogereous mirority and

majority film targets, conversely, were fourd(7(2). CorseTJertly a

charge in set size from 1 to 3 significantly influences subjects'

recall for incongruert: tarts but rot for congruerp:iThis sun-
/

ports- the notion that in situations where set si7;e'is small in-

cong:uerce is more perceptually salient a,ld thus remembered better.

Parts (c) and (d) of Table 7 looks at comnarisons of subjects'

memory for ireongruent and congruent targets, respectively, across

heteroFeneous and homogeneous majority groups. No siFrificart

differences are found in how well incongruert targets are remembered,

where set size increases by only 1. However, for median split ard

semantic goal data, congruent targets are remembered siP-rificantly

better in group 2(larp:e set size) than it group 3(larger set size).

This finding supports the notion that when information is ru-nerous

and complex, congruent. information is more ea-811y processed and

remembered.

A series'of X2
analyses were performed tc explore the pos-

sibility of sex of target, sex of subject effects or memory.

10
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No sipnificant differences were found, for-either main effects or

interactions.

in order to further explore the nossibilityof an inter-

action between observer and cortext in memory effects, subjects

were broken down into four sex role orientation categories. Ar-

drogynbus(A) subjects scored high or both gender corgruert and

incongruent scales- of the personal attribUtes questionnaire.

6tereotyped(S).subects, both males and females, scored high on

gener corgruent scales and low or gender ircorgruent scales.

everse-typed (R) subjects scored low or render corgruert and high

on render ircorgruert scales. Undifferertiated(U) pubjects scored

low on both ge,der conFruent and inCorpruert scales.

insert Table c here

Table 8 presents the conditional probabilities of correct

re7;embering given subjects' having a sex role orientation of (A),

(6), (B), or (U) for all groups combined (Fart A), a rd for each

of the three group compositiors(varts- B and C); Table 8(a) in-

dicates that for overall effects across all film conditions, sex

role orientation does rot influence memory. For heteropereous

minority film targets(8(b), tere are also ro siprificart 7emory

effects as a function of sex role orientatior. This is not sun-

rising: since heterogeneous minority targetE were the most easily

reembered and information preserted(small set size) was not nu-

merous and consequently easily processed.

For heterogeneous(C) and Homogerpous(D) majority, group'

film- targets we find' for semantic goal (C) and merlian split(D)

measures, respectively,- significant memory effects as a furctiOn
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of sex role orientation 'e.ere obteired.

In 8(e) the greatest differences memory across all four

measures are between stereotyped and reversed subjects, such that,

stereotyped subjects have greater memory t-nar reverne for het-

ercFereous majority film targets . For heteroeneous minority tar-

gets in 8(b)ialthouh no significant effects were found across

all sex role orientations, stereotyped subjects see7' to consistently

have greater memory thar reversed-typed subjects. Corsequertly

heteroEereous(minority and majority) stereotyped subjects

E(b c) were comb -fined and membry was co7p ref? it table 9(to be

discussed shortly) to the similarly coml'ired Tr.e7N)ry scores of

heterogereous(minority and majority) reversed-tvred sbbjects(E c s c).

Conceptually, subjects having stereotyped and rf?versetyped sex

role orientations 'ec the most dissimilar in their personal

-Eender attributions, so it is Avotsuprisin that differences it

memory would be found between these two groups..

There was no consistent patterr in androgyrous Ord Udif-

ferentiated subjects' within group memory comparisons for hetero-

eereous film targets(8 b c). Ardrogvnous subjects, scoring

higA or both stereotyped ard'reversetyped(corgrUent and incorgruert)

personal attributions, and. the undifferertiated sutjets, scorirp-

low on both stereotyped and reversed iten,s, are rot tb=tt dis-

similar in their gender orientations. both have equal proPortions

of gender cong'ruent and incongruent personal attributes. They dif-

fer not in kind ofThttrubutes as do stereotyl-Jekt anti reverse-typed

subjects, but in the degree of joint corpruert or irco-gruert at-

tributes.- That is, androgynous subjects have a lot of loth, while

stereotyped subjects have little or

12-
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Ther, are,)differences it 8(d.) between stereotyped and

reversed-typed subjects' memory for homogeneous majority film

targets. Thesc, Oifferences, however, are the .converse of those

found for heterogeneous film targets in 8(b 3c c). For homo-

geneous film targets reverse-typed subjects seem to have greater

memory than stereotyped subjects. In 8(d) androgynous amd un-

differentiated subjects seem to differ in their memory with

androgynous subjects having conditional probabilities like those

of the stereotyped subjects. Both these groups seem to have

less memory than undifferentiated ardstereotyped subjects.

Therefore in Table 9 presented below for homogeneous film targets

the sex,role orientation categories' of 2rdrogyrous and Stereotyped

were combined and compared. to sex role, orientation categories

of reversed and undifferertiateTh This was'dore in part to increase

the sample size.

insert Table 9 here

In table 9(a) we have X2 comparisons of the conditional

probabilities of .correct remembering Fiver stereotyped sex role

orientation versus reversed sexroie orientation for.- heterogeneous

film conditions comprising both minority and majority film targets.

We find for all memory measures that stereotyped subjects have

significantly greater memory for heterogeneous targets than re- -

verse subjects. In table 9(b) androgynous.. and stereotyped subjects!

memory has been compared for homogeneous(same sex) majority film

targets wiAll reversed and undifferertiated subjects memory. Results

irdicate that androgynous and Stereotyped subjects have siFrificartly.

less memory for targets than do reversed and undifferentiated

13
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subjects. Conceptually, ardrogvrous and stereotyped subjects

are similar in that they both score high it gender congruent sex

role orientations. Conversely, reverse-typed and undifferentiatd

subjects are similar in that they both score low in gender con-

gruent sex role orientations'.

Results presented in-9(c) indicate that androgynous and

stereotyped subjects, significantly dec)rease it memory as set

.size and complexity increase. There are no significant differerces

irmcor3.P) for reverse-typed and reverse-typed plus urdifferen-

tiated subjects, as a function of group composition. This suggests

that the big changes in memory and processing difficulties ac-

counting for them are due to changes in the androgyousand stereo-

typed subjects' memory abilities, whi h are due to observer-context

interactions. These observer and cort.xt effects car be more clearly

understood as we move to our final table / table 10.

insert .table 10 4re

For'hsteropereous f"i:lecibrditior'S 'Stereotyped subjects re-

member ircongruent film targets.sigrilficantly better than reverse-

typed subjects; while there are no di/ ffererces in how stereotyped

and reverse- typed subjects remember congruent film targets.

Incongruent targets are more perceptually sa7kirrnt here to stereo-

typed subjects.due.to an enhancement of cortrast effect and herse

are remembered better. Incongruert targets are not as perceptually

salient to reverse-typed subjects in the mixed sex groups as they

are to stereotyped subjects. Their statements are not that incor-

gruent with reverse-typed subjects personal Ferrier attributions.

For homogeneous(same sex) film conditions agair there are

14
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no significant differences .betweer androgynous plus stereotyped

subjects memory for congruent film targets and reverse -typed plus

undifferentiated subjects' memory for them. However, when set

size has increased and information has become more complex in

the homogeneous condition we find that stereotyped and ardrogyrous

subjects now remember incongruent film targets significantly less

than reverse -typed and undifferentiated subjects remember them.

Incongruent homogeneous film targets are doubly incongruent. They

are incongruent in_ their gender statemerts and also are incongruent

or deviant.from the other groOp members' statemerts. This double

dose-of incongruence, here, adds ar additional -level of context

complexity that hinders stereotyped and androgynous subjects' in

their attempts to_accomodate the incoming information to their

mental constructs. In the heterogeneous conditions incongruent

targets made statemerts t}-at were incongruent for members of their

sex, but were not incongruent for other oprosite sex film targets.

Thus they were-in a sense conforming to otoosite sex statements

while not conforming to expectations for their own gender. Ir

the homogeneous groups targets were ircongruent for their gender and

also not conforming'. in statement to other group members.

The results of the present study suggest that we perc,ivp

and remember things on the basis of both exterral(corgruence level,

group compositibn variables) and irterral(sex role oriertatiors)

factors. Our own orientations and exPeriences influence it both

poSitive and negative ways how we process information. It can help

us in some circumstances arc' hinder in others. EutfAt is important

to recognize how our perceptions influence our thought processes

especially when these perceptiors are of information withir .a

15'
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social context such as sex stereotypes and gender orientations.

We use our stereotypes of others and of ourselves in our attempts

at classifying the world and in our attempts at assimilatirg and

accomodatine our experiences. Knowledge of how we can be governed

by' these external and internal factors is imnortart for understardirp-

how "subjective" and context dependent external "reality" can often

be. The fact that children as'young as.? are already bound 17

context in memory suggests that these percentual processes are

either-acquired early or prewired or both, and represert atterrots

of approaching and organizing life experience at least in the cog-

nitive realm.
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film segments

Table 1

Film Composition

edited together

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

Group walk- Narrator Narration Narrator Child
on. Same walk-on. Same same child walk-off #1 sneaks
children in child in all same "take" close up same child
conditions six conditions all six film to target same "take"

-a & 3,
& 4

conditioft's. child #1
(seating

across 2
conditions

arrange-
ment)

counter-
balanced.

6. 7. 8. 9. 10.

Child #2 Child # 3 Child #4 proub group
(target)
speaks

speaks speaks shot walk-off

seating arrangement of film characters

targets

child 1 I

1

Ichild 2

child 3

Narrator

'child 4

chil(1, 5

child 6.

walk or
walk off



The experimental

Table 2

conditions designed in the films

Children as they_annear in the seating arrangemert

1 2. 3 4 5 6

'conditions targets silent Targets 1 &: 2

1. hetero Ni3 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 Irc. Mir.-Corr. ;v..F:j.

2. hetero Fl* ?2 M3 M4 ,N5 1;,6 Irc. Mir.- Corr. Maj.

3. hetero M1 F2* F3 F4 F5 F6 COrg. Min.7Irc. Maj.

4. hetero Fl M2* M3 M4 1'5 L'.6 CoTIF. Mir.-Irc. Maj.

5. no no Ml* M2 13 . M4 N5 M6 Inc. Maj.- Cong. Maj.

o. hoao Pl* F2 7:5 74 F-; .ii,', 7,..c. raj.- CorF. Maj.

* = incongruent targets



Table 3

Position of film characters or poster board for
each condition for memory probe and free recall-questions

Conditions 1 & 3 Conditions 2 & 4

3 4-

Candi ti or , 5

; '

2.

77
3 ti

1 3-

0

Condition 6

2.

I F3 i F4

3



Table 4

Sample of cortert break-dowr key of script statemPrts
for free recall, median -split free recall, and goal
coding systems

Incongruent male target (I`1 or M2)

script statement

I love to bake cakes. I'll bake a rice chocolate
cake, Thursday, after ballet practice and brirg it
for the party on Friday afternoon. I'm really oirr,
to miss the twins, Robbie and Janine.

1 2 3 4

contentff score gist(key words urderline(1). semantic
story grammar
category

1. 1
2. 1

1
'4. 1

5. .1

6. 1

7. 1

bake a cake goal
after .practice activity
ballet practice activity
chocolate cake subgoal
brim- a cake to the party r'cl
miss the twins internal resporsP
ft .oves(lies)to, bake cakes internal response



Table

:Dummary Table of Effects for Group Composition/Set Size

A. Conditional probabilities of a correct resporse. Fiver mem-
bership in one of the three group compositions all six
film conditions combined

P(hit/sJc).1) N
measure set size 1

p(hit/Gp.2)
set size 3

N p(hit/GP.3).N
set size 4

X2(2) P

mem. probe .90 59 .60 78 .49 74 25.3 .00001

free recall .79. 77 .55 78 .42 76 22.4 .00001

m-s free recall .62 77 .37 78 .21 76 27.6 .00001

semantic: goal .61 77 .41 78 .25 65 19.29 .0001

B. Conditional probabilities of a correct response giver a target
being a member of gp.l(hetero minority). or pp. 2(hOtero majority)

p(hit /gp.1) N p(hit/gp.2) N X2(1 ) F
measure set size 1 set size 3

mem. probe .90 59 .60 78 15.C9 .001

fee rie!_:Li .80 78 .55 78 10.52 .005

m-s free recall .63 78 .37 78 10.26 .005

semantic: goal .62 77 .37 78 10.31 .005

C. Conditional probabilities of a correct response giver a target
being a member of pg.2(hetero majority) or pp. 3(homo majority)

measure

p(hit/gp2)
set size 3

N p(hit/gp.3) N
set size 4

X
2(1)

P

mem. probe .60 78 .46 76 3.18 .16

free recall .55 78 .42 76 2.6 n.s.

m-s free recall .37 78 .20 76' 5.72 .05

semantic: goal .37 78 .21 76 4.83 .05:

D. Conditional probabilities of a correct response given a target
being a member of gp.2(hetero minority) or F-3.3(homo majority)

p(itgp.1)'N p(hit/FP.3) I' X2(1) P
measure set size 1 set size 4

mem. probe .90 59 .46 76 27.9 .00001

free recall .80 78 .42 76 22.6 .00001

m-s free recall .63 78 .20 76 29.5 .00001

semantic: goal to 17 , 2. 0 tg,Z5 icor,
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Table 6

Summary Table of Effects for *Congruence as a. i-^a!r effect ar,.q
Corgruence holding group composition constant

A. Conditional probabilities of correct remembering given cor-
gruerce level all six film conditions comnred

measure p(hit/corprunrt) r(h ecp-it/irrruert) r X2(1) F
mem. probe .60 97 .66 116 1.01 r.s.
free recall .62 117 .57 115 .6/, r,s.
rn -s free recall .40 116 .4] 116 ,C74

semantic: goal , L43,, , os 1-1E.'; i o s ., VI n, s .

B. Corditional probabilities of correct rememberirg liven
ley '±1. for minority.targets(gp.1)

r.easure p(hit/corgruert) N p(Ilit/ircorF,ruer t)

corp-raerce

,

X
2

N (1) F
mem. probe .84 19 .93 40 .97 n.s.
free recall .74 39 .85 39 1.27 n.s.
m-s free recall .59- 38 .68 40 .77 n.s.
semantic: goal ..541 37 fOg '10 1,11(0 n.s,
C. Conditional probabilities of correct remembering- giver

congruence level for hntero majority tarFets(gp.2)
rasure p(bit/corpruert) N n(hit/ircorpruent) r X2(1) P
mem. probe .625 40 .58 38 .11 r.s.
free recall .59 39 .50 38 .63 -.s.
m-s free recall .43 40 .32 38' 1.67 r.s.
semantic:' goal .95 qb .37' SF, . Pi 0.s .

D. Conditional probabilities of correct remembering- Fiver
congruence' level for homo majority tarrrets(po.3)

measure p(hit/corgruert) N r(Init/ircorpruert) X2(1) P
mem. probe .45 38 .47 38 .05 r.s,
free recall .50 38 .34 38 1.94 r.s.
m-s free recall .18 38 .21 38. .08 r.s.
semantic: goal .23 3) .2.7 n.s.
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Table 7

Summary Table of effects: Group composition comparisons holding
congruence level constant

A Conditional probabilities of correct remembering giver
incongruent film targets in, hetero minority group 1(set size 1)
versus hetero majority group 2(set size 3)

measure P(hit/ire. FP. 1) .!v r(hit/ine. gp.2) N X2(1) F

mem. probe .93 40 .58 38 13.92 .001

free recall .85 39 .50 ',,8 10.50 .005

m-s free recal1.68 40 .32 38 10.06 .005

semantic:goal .66 40 .37 38 7.42 01

n. Conditional probabilities of correct rpmemberirg given
congruent film targets in hetero minority group 1
versus hetero majority group 2.

measure P(ht/conv.p1D.1) N To(hit/cong.go.2) N X2(1). P

mem. probe .84 19 .63 40 2.87 .10

free recall .74 39 .59 39 2.08 r.s.

rn -s free recal1.59 38 .43 40 1.72 r.s.

semantic:goal .54 37 .45 40 .(03 rs.

C. Conditional probabilities of correct remembering given
incongruent film targets in hetero majority group 2(set size 3)
versus homo majority group 3(set size 4)

P(rit/inc.gp.2) N r(hit/ine. gp.3) N X2(1) Pmeasure

mem. probe .58 38 .47 38 .65 r.s.

free recall .50 38 .34 38 1.95 n.s.

m-s free recal1.32 38 .21 38 1.09 n.s.

semantic:goal .37 38 .27 30 .79 n.s.

D. Conditional probabilities of correct rememberir,g given
congruent film targets in hetero majority .group Z versus
home majority group 3.

measure p(hit/cong.gp.2) N p(hit/corg.Fr.3),N X
2
(1)

mem. probe .63 40 .45 38 2.53 r.s.

free recall .59 39 .50 38 .(.3 r.s.

m-s free recal1.43 40 .18 38 5.33 .05

semantic:goal .45 40 .23 31 4.02 .05
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Sex Role Orientation
Conditional probabilities
having sex role orientations
Reverse- typed (R),

A Overall effects

measure P(hit/P1)

Table 8

conditions

Y p(hit/U)

Fiver subjects
Stereotyre4(S)

Y X2(?) F

and Memory: Group ComPosition
of correct remembering

of Androvyrous(A),
or U76differertiated(U)

across all six film

N u(hit/S) N T(nit/F1)
mp .61 77 .67 54 .57 27 .69 --78 1.t9 r.s.
fr .56 84 .63 57 .56 34 .6P. 51 1.01 '-.C.
ms-fr .37 84 .44 57 .35 2,4 .:,; 52: 7 .?-'

goal .39 77 .52 53 .41 34 .42 52 2.63 n.s.

,3. :.eterogpeous minority groups(Group 1-Set size -1)

measure 16(hit/1-) N n(hit/S) N D(hit/R) N u(hit/U) N X (3) P
mp .86 22 .88 16 .b3 6 1.00 15 :2.36 r.s.
fr .76 29 .90 19 .83 12 .71 17 2.30 K.S
ms-fr .66 29 .68 19 50 12 .59 17 1.29 r.s.
Foal .52 29 .74. 19 .67 12 .59 17 2.53 r.s.

C. Heterogeneous majority rroups(Group 2 -Set size 3)

measure b(hit/hk) N n(hi,t/S) N n(hit/R) N n(hit/U) N X2(3)

mn .62 29 .70 20 .42 12 , .59 _17 2.59 ,r.s.
fr
ms-fr

.38

.35
29
29

.70,
. 50

20 .25
20 .17

12
12

.59

.41
17
17

6.29
3.7:

.09
r.s.

goal .38 29 .6r 20 .17 12 .35 17 8.03 .045

D. Hbmogeneous majority groups (Group 3-Set size 4)

measure n(hit/A) N p(lit/A) N r(hit/R) r(lnit/U) N X2 6) I

mp .38 26 .45 18 .60 10 .50 16 1.50 r.s.
fr 26. .28 18 .60 10 .56 18 4.77 r.s.
ms-fr .08 26 .11 18 .40 10 .39 18 9,54 .03
oal .21 19, .07 14 .40 10 .33 18 4.45 r.s.
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Table 9

Sex Role Orientation and Memory: HeteroFereous vs. Hc,mopereous
Groups.

A. Within group comparisons. Heterogpreous groups(1+2). Cor-
ditioral probabilities of correct rememl-,ering, Fiver S or R
subjects! sex role oriertatiCr.

measure p(hit/S) N p(hit/R) N X
2(

1) P

mp .78 36 .55 le 2.E4 .10
fr .79 , 39 .5w 24 4.53 05
ms-fr .59 39 .33 24 .3.91 .05

L.(21 .69 39 .42 24 4.81 .05

B. Witin group comparisons. Homogeneous group(3). Corditioral
probabilities of correct rememberirF Fiver A+S or R+U sub-
jects' sex role orientation.

,

measure_ p(hit/A+S) N_ r(hit/R+U) N X
2
(1)

p .42 44 .55 26 2.78 .10
fr .32 44 .58 28 4.52 .05
ms-fr .10 44 .40 28 7.72 .01

goal .14 33 .37 28 3.45 .10

C. etweer group comparisons, cortroiliwrF for sex role orientation.
Con itional probabilities of correct remembprirr Fiver S it
heterogeneous groups versus S +h it homoopreoug grours.

measure- r(hit/S/Hetero) 1,', r(bit/S+A/Homo) N X
2
(1) P

mp .78 36 .42 44 16.77 .0001
fr .79 39 .32 44 18.92 .0001
ms-fr ..59 39 .10 44 20.96 .0001
goal .69 39 .14 33 26.5E .000]

D. i.-etweer group comparisons, controlling for sex role orierfation.
Conditional probabilities of correct rememberirF Fiver R it

w
heterogereous groups versus R+U it homorereous groups.

Treasure r(hit/R7Hetero) N n(hit/R+U/Homo) N X2(1) F

mp .55 18 .55. 26 .00_ r.--s.

fr: .54 24 .58 28 .05, r.s.
ms-fr .33 24 .40 28 .20 r.s.
goal .42 24 .37 28 .19 r.s.



Sex role
for same

For hetero

Table 10

Kithir corP.rvence cateF,orles
condiotions

sex) and inconp-ruert targets

orientation and memory
sex and mixed sex film

:eneous groups (mixed

measu.: p(hit/S) N (hit/R) X2 (1 )

mp
fr

.74

.84
1.9

19
.50
.42

12
12

.1.80
6:09

r.s.
.025

ms-fr .63 . 19 .25 12 4.29
ri .73 19 .33 12 4.75 .05

B. For heterogeneous groups and corrrruit targets

measure n(hit/S) N Dftit/R) N X
2
(1) P

.mp * 17 ..67 6 .51 r.s.
fr * .75 20 .67 12 .26 r.s.
ms-fr. .55 20 .42 '12- .53 r.s.
goal ;65 20 .50 12 .7o r.s.

some

O. For

cell frequencies -were-less than 5 in these measures

homogeneous groups(same sex) and ircorFruert t,arFets

measure p(hit/Ii+6) N n(hit/R+U) r x2/(l

mp .46 22 .54 13 .32 r.s.
fr * .16 22 .50 14 4.08 .05
ms-fr * .05 22 .43 14 8.02 .005
Foal * .125 16 .43 114 x.52 .10

D. For homogeneous groups and corFruert targets

measure p (hit/A+S) Ar n hit /R +;;) -12(1)

mp .36 22 .54 13 1.01
fr .46 22 .64 14 .1.22 r.s.
ms-fr* .14 22 .36 14 2.41 rt,s.
goal* .18 17 .29 14 52 r.s.
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film conditions comprising both minority and majori!Ly film targets.

We find for all memory measures that stereotyped subjects have

significantly greater memory for heter0E-eneous targets than re-

verse subjects. In table 9(b) androgyrous. ard stereotyned subjects!

memory h9s been compared for homogeneous(same Sex) majority film

targets with reversed and undifferentiated subjects memory. Results

indicate that androgynous ard stereotyped subjects have siFrificartl:

less memory for targets than do re-iersed and undifferertiated,

13



and reerse-typed subjects remember corFruert rill targets.

Incongruent targets are more perceptually salient here to stereo-

typed subjects due to an enharcer,:ert of cortrast effect ard lierse

are remembered better. Inco,7Fruert targets are rot as rercertually

salient to reverse-typed subjects in the nixed sex groups as they

are to stereotyped subjects. Their statements are not that incor-

gruent with reverse-typed subjects rersoral gerder attributions.

For homogeneous(same sex) film: corditiors again there are

14



. _ L-7 lo lo L. L,

ren:e:::ber things on the basis of both external(ccrEfer? 1P-,e1,

E-roup composition variables) and internal (sex role orientio -s)

factors. Our own orientations and experiences

positive and neg-ative ways how we process irfor7atior, It cal, r,elt

us in some circumstances arri hinder in others. E-ut` -it lg Ir,T\-)rtF:-t

to recognize how our perceptions influence our thought DnoesFe

especially when these perceptions are of inforrlatiovl

15'
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c'r.ilr7 6

Narrator
walk or
walk off
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measure
PO;dit/gp.1)-N
set size 1

p(hit/FD.3) Y
set size 4

7it-(1)

mem. probe .90 59 .46 76 .2Y.9

free .e0 7e .L2 76 22.6

m-s free recall .63 7E .20 76 29.5

semantic: goal to 17 ,Is 6,1 tg,26

21

.00001

.00001

.00001

scor)
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1..;- 12 ::GLts';U
homo ::ajority group 3.

measure p(hit/corz..zo.2)

me::. probe .63 40

:roe recall .59 39

m -s fr.ee recall .43 :.0

semartic:p:oal .45 40

r(hit/cor;7.p.r.3) N X2(1)

23

.45

.50

.is

.23

3' 2.53 ,_,, . s .

3'. .C3 r.s

36 5.33 .05

31 1. n7
-....)- .05
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